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REEF POLICY IS
ALL BARK NO BITE

B Curphy
For the past year, the Australian government has been waging a concerted battle against UNESCO to stop the
Great Barrier Reef from being added
to the list of World Heritage sites considered to be “in danger.”
In an apparent about-turn on the issue
earlier this month, the Minister for Environment Sussan Ley has committed an extra $1
billion towards maintaining the reef. The
government says the money will go towards
research, management, monitoring, and
improving the water quality of the reef.
On the surface, the new funding seems
like an inconsistency in policy, but it doesn’t
take much digging to uncover the government’s true motivations. All of this is part of
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an eﬀort to avoid UNESCO adding the Reef
to the “in danger” list. The Reef is good for
tourism and its inclusion on UNESCO’s list
could hurt that.
Under article 11(4) of the Convention
Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, UNESCO must
keep a list of the World Heritage properties
which are “in danger,” and which require
“major operations” to conserve them. If
included on this list, the Great Barrier Reef
would be the first world heritage site to be
included purely due to the eﬀects of climate
change. However, crucially, sites cannot be
added without the consent of the state party
on whose territory the site is situated.
The government claims that 64,000
jobs and $6.4 billion in tourism will result
from the new conservation plan. Appeals
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to “jobs” and “the economy” have become
stock standard tools in the Morrison government’s anti-climate arsenal. While there has
been a lot of talk by both Ley and the Prime
Minister about the economic benefits of
the new funding, there is suspiciously little
mention of the root cause of the Reef crisis:
climate change.
The Morrison government’s terrible track
record on climate is world-renowned. Australia ranks dead last in the latest Climate
Change Performance Index (CCPI) with a
score of zero. The CCPU ranks 63 countries
on their climate action, with the latest report
stating that “[Australia] does not have any
policies on phasing out coal or gas.”
The Morrison government is expert at
issuing vague promissory statements that
don’t amount to actual policy or action.
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Lofty rhetoric about the jobs and, recently,
the “unique Australian way of life” are a key
feature of Morrison’s climate policy: actual
plans are not.
Scott Morrison is criticized globally for
his lukewarm stance on climate change,
especially following the disastrous events
of the COP26 conference in Glasgow last
year. In October 2021, the Prime Minister
committed to net zero emissions by 2050, a
promise which met with immediate backlash
for its “weak” approach to the issue. Especially, since the PM has been adamant that
he will not do anything which might “cost
jobs ... in farming, mining or gas.”
Continued on page 2
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“FOR THE SAKE OF
CIVILITY”: GRACE
TAME AND THE OPTICS
OF POLITICS
Politics – broadly speaking – define all relations
and aspects of society, culturally and economically.
There are many “styles” of politics, each propagated
and used by diﬀerent groups or classes to advance
various agendas. It should be no surprise then that
the politics performed by the ruling class are contrary
to those of the working class.
What does this mean?
To understand this point, we need look no further
than the media coverage of 2021’s Australian of the
Year Grace Tame’s photo-op with Prime Minister
Scott Morrison. At the event, Tame was photographed
looking unamused or, as political journalist and commentator Peter van Onselen qualified it, “ungracious,
rude, and childish.” Onselen wasn’t the only person
to criticise Tame’s behaviour. In a surprising and
unfortunate twist, fellow former Australian of the
Year Rose Batty stated that she has felt “uncomfortable” at times watching Tame’s blunt style, saying of
the now infamous photo-op that she “felt a bit sorry
for [Morrison] actually […]. No one knows what to
say to you in a situation like that, they’re trying to
be nice.” Speaking on her own style, Batty stated that
she “was very careful about not being overly critical
of the government.”
Speaking on the media outcry last Wednesday,
Tame took to Twitter and wrote:
“The survival of abuse culture is dependent on
submissive smiles and self-defeating surrenders. It
is dependent on hypocrisy. My past is only relevant
to the extent that I have seen – in fact I have worn –
the consequences of civility for the sake of civility.”
These strong, articulate words by Tame highlight
precisely the farce and aim of “acting civil.” Why
should Tame and other survivors play nice with a
man who just last year, when given the opportunity
to help lead a national conversation on sexual harassment and assault when a member of his cabinet
was accused of rape, completely and utterly avoided
that responsibility? Tame’s rage is justified because
Morrison’s inaction demonstrates that his support
for her struggle was nothing but opportunism used
to bolster this public image.
The reaction from the ruling class over this photoop display in the most transparent way the “politics of
civility.” The politics of civility do not just apply here
to the ruling class’ treatment of Tame but also to how
it fends against working class rage at its exploitation.
Much of this style centres on the need to be bipartisan
and on “unity.” It pretends that we all need to come
together in a “practical fashion” for the “betterment
of all.” Rage and “sectarian demands” only create friction that stands in the way of progress. Why do they
do this? According to Lenin:
“The liberals, being the ideologists of the bourgeoisie, perfectly well understand the advantages to
the bourgeoisie of ‘practicalness, sober-mindedness
and seriousness’ on the part of the working class, i.e.,
of actually restricting its field of activity within the
boundaries of capitalism, reforms, the trade union
struggle, etc. Dangerous and terrible to the bourgeoisie is the ‘revolutionary narrow-mindedness’ of the
proletariat and its endeavour in order to promote its
own class aims to win the leadership in a popular
Russian revolution.” (LCW, Vol. 9, 1977)
Here, Lenin clearly highlights that the bourgeoisie
will always attempt to engage with the working class in
a manner that is “sober-minded” that sounds “reasonable” to stop it from realising its real task: revolution.
Our ruling political parties have long practised the
art of “civil discourse” in parliament, promoting this
style of politics as “admirable” and “proper.” However,
tempered disagreements have done nothing to relieve
the working class of their suﬀering. We must allow
ourselves to be angry and heard to win our demands.
If we don’t, we risk allowing the ruling class to determine the terms of engagement and ultimately what
we receive.

REEF POLICY IS
ALL BARK NO BITE
Continued from page 1

At the COP26 summit in
November, Morrison rejected calls
to accelerate Australia’s commitment to reduce emissions by 2030
and did not put forward an actual
plan to achieve either of these
goals. This was made worse when
the Minister for Industry, Energy
and Emissions Reduction, Angus
Taylor, put forward his plan for
Australia to invest more heavily in
fossil fuels. As of 15th November,
2021, the government has stated
that it will not be changing its current policy.
The inclusion of the Great Barrier Reef on the UNESCO “danger
list” is important for two key reasons. Firstly, it unlocks avenues for
conservation funding and raises
awareness about the need to protect the site. UNESCO likens it to
a “call to action” for people around
the world. Secondly, given that
inclusion requires the consent of
the state party whose territory the
World Heritage Site belongs to, it
would also force the Australian
government to recognise formally
the eﬀects of climate change and to
commit to doing something about it.
Ley hopes that by committing

money to conserving the Reef,
UNESCO will back off on its
attempts to have it included on the
danger list, saving Australia billions
in tourism revenue and allowing the
government to maintain its vague
stance on climate change. With this
in mind, she says she has invited
UNESCO back to examine the reef.
Environmental groups have
welcomed the funding – as all of us
should who care about combatting
climate change. But the Australian
Marine Conservation Society has
pointed out that there are key gaps
in the funding that may become
an issue over time. It does not, for
example, go very far in combatting land issues such as erosion
which are aﬀecting the reef. This
is because it fails to consider the
broader context of the reef crisis:
climate change.
The Morrison government
simply isn’t doing enough to combat
climate change, because action on
climate does not serve the interests
of capital in this country. Hundreds
of thousands of Australian workers
are employed in fossil fuel-related
industries. These industries generate billions of dollars annually for
the ruling class.

This status quo maintains itself
among the working class through
consistent rhetoric by the political
establishment over job losses and
economic downturn, conveniently
ignoring any plausible alternatives
to coal and gas. This strategy is
extremely eﬀective: it is hard to
care about a patch of ocean when
you don’t know how you’re going
to put food on the table.
Solutions are possible that
benefit both the working class and
the environment. Investment in
sustainable jobs and training for
workers currently employed in
fossil fuel industries is a good first
step. The Morrison government has
shown, again and again, that it lacks
the political will to take this step.
For as long as the Great Barrier
Reef isn’t included on UNESCO’s
danger list, the government will
continue to get away with throwing money and empty words at the
problem with no real plan to combat
climate change. The working class
must unite to force real action on
climate change. After all, climate
is a class issue: as the eﬀects of
climate change are beginning to
be felt, it is workers who are feeling
the pressure most of all. 
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14th National Congress
Special Appeal
From 25-27 February 2022, elected delegates representing Communist Party organisations from all over
Australia will gather in Sydney for the 14th National Congress of the Party, COVID restrictions permitting.
In the lead-up to the Congress, Party members have been discussing and submitting amendments to a draft
Political Resolution. At Congress delegates will review the work of the Party and look to its future tasks.
Congress will elect a new Central Committee to lead the work of the Party until the next National Congress.
The CPA has launched a Special Appeal to help defray the costs associated with holding a National
Congress. We are appealing to Party members and organisations, all friends and supporters of the Party and
Guardian readers to help fulfill our $10,000 target as soon as possible.
To contribute, please fill in the form below or write your details on a separate piece of paper to send with
your contribution.
All contributions will be acknowledged in the Guardian, with the names of contributors unless otherwise
requested. We look forward to your support for this important occasion.

(Name) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ contributes $ _ _ _ _ _ to the above Appeal.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I enclose a Cheque/Money Order/Cash for that amount (made out to “CPA”).
Payment may also be made by Credit Card by filling the information below:
Credit Card minimum $20  Visa or  Mastercard
Name on the card _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Card # ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Expiry Date ___ ___ / ___ ___
I  agree/  disagree with having my name published in the Guardian
in acknowledgement of my contribution.
Send to 74 Buckingham St, Surry Hills, 2010 or phone through on 02 9699 8844.
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CPA CONTRIBUTION
TO THE EXTRAORDINARY
INTERNATIONAL MEETING
OF WORKERS’ AND
COMMUNIST PARTIES
Speech delivered by CPA General Secretary Andrew Irving
On behalf of the Communist
Party of Australia, I would like
to thank the Communist Party
of Greece (KKE) and Communist Party of Turkey and send
our warmest greetings to them
for facilitating this internet
conference of the International Meeting of Communist and
Workers’ Parties.
[…]

COVID A CRISIS NOT
JUST A PANDEMIC
Communist Party of Australia
determined to tackled this threat
early and adopted a policy and set
of principles from the start of the
COVID pandemic, in early April
2020, to campaign to protect the
workers and community under the
slogan “Health, Workers’ Rights
and Socialism.”
As was the case in most Western
countries, the COVID-19 pandemic
crisis showed the failure of capitalism and the inadequacy of the
under-resourced health systems. In
Australia, the government spends
$100,000,000 a day on the military.
Money that needs to be spent on the
people. The capitalist system was
too slow to act, failing to prevent
thousands of deaths, suﬀering and
despair worldwide and has allowed
capital to act under the market and
allows it to operate as it sees fit in
the name of profit to the detriment
of what is required to protect the
community and social health.
The CPA knows that the only
responsible and eﬀective solution
is to replace the current system
with one that will give priority to
the health, safety and economic
well-being of all, a socialist system.
Our party continued the fighting for working class people during
this time of crisis by continuing the
campaign for workers’ rights. The
CPA stated that workers should not
be asked to sacrifice their health and
safety for the communities’ health
and to maintain vital supply chains.
The only way this could happen
is that the CPA keep the party
functioning.
Leading Party bodies and
branches were asked to continue
their meetings even if just online.
There was regularly distribution
of information about comrades’
initiatives, actions, and campaigns.
Online campaigns became more
important, detailed, and colourful.
Our paper The Guardian – The
Workers’ Weekly and the party
social media sites played a leadership role in this strategy. […]
The struggle was for workers
playing the leading role and control on the job for implementation
of the strongest possible safety
measures to prevent the spread
of COVID-19. To make sure there

is a priority for appropriate PPE
including the provision of highquality face masks with the need
for physical distancing measures
in workplaces. Payment for all
COVID-19 related absences.
This crisis has shown that the
reversal of all privatisations and
that public ownership of all major
industries and services is essential
to a sustainable and positive future.
Like many other countries
governments did not address the
significant shortages equipped to
care for COVID-19 patients, due to
limited access to supplies such as
gloves, medical masks, respirators,
goggles, face shields, gowns, and
aprons that left doctors, nurses,
and other frontline workers dangerously exposed.
The government, in the end,
was forced to support people who
could not work or get a job to survive during the crisis.
The government introduced
for a period a JobSeeker allowance
(unemployment benefit) of $1,130
per fortnight and also a JobKeeper
allowance of $1,500 per fortnight,
which was, at that time, double the
old below poverty line, unemployed
payment. But they left many workers behind.
During this crisis the CPA
recognised a priority to actively
campaign in the struggles internationally of workers confronting
this dangerous pandemic and also
focusing on solidarity with the
countries under sanctions and
blockades that have limited or no
access to medical supplies medicines and equipment, including
Cuba, Syria, Iran, Venezuela, and
the Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea (DPRK) and many more.
This global pandemic highlights
the inhumane caricature of these
sanctions. The task is to end these
criminal blockades and allow countries to import essential supplies.

AUKUS
The Communist Party of Australia, from the start, has played
the leading political role in the
establishment of national and

international campaigns against
AUKUS.
The Party has urged all its
members and supporters to actively
oppose the conservative Australian
Government’s decision to join the
AUKUS Agreement; to buy nuclearpowered submarines; to purchase
cruise missiles and other oﬀensive
weapons; and to host more US
troops, warships, weapons, and
planes on Australian soil.
AUKUS is a new military pact
between Australia, the UK, and the
United States. It was negotiated
secretly. In fact, it has been suggested that only eight leaders of
the federal government were privy
to this decision that was suddenly
presented to a shocked world.
Its major component is the
agreement to transfer US technology, but not control, of nuclearpowered submarines to Australia.
In the past, this technology has only
ever been transferred to the UK.
AUKUS needs to be seen in the
context of the Quad, an alliance of
Japan, India, the US and Australia,
which dangerously intensifies
geostrategic military tensions with
China, which is fuelling a spiralling
arms race, and also increases the
dangers of accidents or miscalculations which can trigger escalation
to a catastrophic war which could
destroy the human species and
the planet.
The AUKUS, QUAD & AUSMIN
agreements are manifestations of
the US eﬀorts to retain economic
and political power in the AsiaPacific region, a continuation of
Obama’s pivot to Asia. We ask how
Australia’s “national security” is
enhanced by exorbitant spending
on planes, warships, submarines,
and land vehicles, totalling more
than half a trillion dollars over
ten years?
In reality such spending will
make Australia poorer and less
secure.
Australian taxpayers are being
asked to pay a minimum bill of
$100 billion for the suggested eight
submarines including the cost of
new bases for the submarines and

other infrastructure, maintenance,
handling of nuclear fuel, and training crews.
We are told that the new nuclear-powered submarines will start
to be supplied in 2040 and finish
by 2060. Putting them well outside
of our strategic consideration and
it is possible they will be obsolete
by then.
Paying for all this will steals
resource that are urgently needed
elsewhere for vital areas like public
health, public housing, public education, the environment and much
more. Few if any jobs will be created
for Australian workers, especially
since our ship building workforce
has no experience with building
nuclear powered vessels.
Figures from Brown University
research show that [each] US$1
million spent on defence creates
6.9 jobs, [while each] US$1 million
spent on health care creates 14.3
jobs, and [each] US$1 million spent
on education creates 19.2 jobs.
AUKUS will also impact Australian trade. While not stated
explicitly, AUKUS is clearly aimed
at China. But Australia’s sales to
China exceed the total of its next
four biggest trading partners. This is
not a trading relationship Australia
can aﬀord to compromise or lose
without any substantial reason.
An additional problem created
by AUKUS is that political and
military figures in allied countries
such as India, South Korea, and
Japan who have already been
asking why they were denied the
same capabilities.
In resurrecting a new cold war
this time against China, the US is
pushing Australia to sign up to be
in the front-line of another US war
this time with China.
Nuclear reactors come with the
possibility of disastrous accidents
or miscalculations which could
trigger a catastrophic war which
could destroy humanity and our
planet. They can suﬀer accidents
and collisions.
AUKUS threatens the stability and security in the Asia-Pacific
region and makes Australia

complicit in dangerous regional
tensions and conflict. Indonesia
and Malaysia have expressed strong
opposition.
Countries in our region do not
want to have to choose sides, do not
want an arms race in the region,
and do not want to be involved
in fighting proxy wars for the US.
The peace movement is united
and acting around the slogans: no
nuclear submarines, no nuclear
power, no nuclear weapons, no
AUKUS, no war on China.
Following a Meeting of the
Communist Party of Australia, the
Communist Party of Britain and
the Communist Party of the USA
on 1st October a joint statement
was issued which was published
on Solidnet.
The emerging coalition that is
denounces the QUAD and AUKUS
alliances which are dangerously
intensifying geostrategic military
tensions with China. Rather the
US-Chinese must seek broader
international cooperation to reverse
the existential threats of nuclear
weapons, the climate emergency,
and the pandemics. The strategic
competition between the great
powers includes the danger of a
great power war which will destroy
the planet.
In raising these examples of
struggle in Australia and in our
region the question is how the fraternal parties that are members of
Solidnet can become involved, set
priorities and whether it is willing to
unite and respond with campaigns
that represent a Vanguard position.
Finally on behalf of the Communist Party of Australia I invite
all Participants here to send greetings to our delayed 14th Congress
which will now be held on 25-27th
February 2022. Your greetings are
welcome from now until 15th February 2022. Thank you!
Long Live the Communist Party
of Turkey and Communist Party of
Greece (KKE).
Long Live the Communist
International
Long Live Proletarian Workingclass Internationalism. 
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QANTAS MOVES TO TERMINATE
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
N Stallon
Qantas has applied to the Fair Work
Commission to terminate its LongHaul Cabin Crew agreement.
The first time in its history that Qantas
has tried to terminate an enterprise agreement, the move comes just after an overwhelming 97.5 per cent of the eligible 2561
employees voted no against a proposed new
deal in December last year.
Proposed changes included a two-year
wage freeze, an increase in standby shifts,
and an end to the payment of meal allowances in cash in foreign countries.
If successful, the termination would see
workers placed on the modern award, cutting
pay by up to thirty-seven per cent, as well as
forcing crew to work up to eighty-eight extra
hours each 56-day roster period.
The Flight Attendants Association of
Australia’s (FAAA) national secretary Teri
O’Toole accused Qantas of “taking advantage
of a pandemic and employees that have been
stood down for twenty months” by oﬀering
a new EBA that would leave international
cabin crew significantly worse oﬀ.
“When other professions are being
rewarded with pay increases or COVID payments, international cabin crew are having
conditions stripped and no recognition for
the risks of COVID exposure,” O’Toole said.
Qantas claims the decision to terminate
the agreement was made due to twenty per
cent of its cabin crew workforce being permitted to work on only one type of aircraft
under the current agreement.
However, the FAAA denies this, responding that “the FAAA is willing to allow all crew
to work on all aircraft, just not on the terms
put forward by the company.”
Speaking on Qantas’ agreement to terminate the agreement, O’Toole said that
“this is a very disappointing decision, and
one management should be ashamed of.”
“Qantas has received more taxpayer
money than anyone else and now they want
their employees to massively reduce pay and
conditions.
“That’s not the Australia that the public
should tolerate. The government needs to
step in and ensure that the laws are not
used to attack workers in the way that this
airline is doing.”
ACTU President Michele O’Neill aired
similar concerns, stating that “Qantas has
received billions in taxpayer funds over the
last two years. Now they are threatening
workers to try and force through a deal,
slash wages and keep more of our money
for themselves.”
“Flight attendants are highly trained to
deal with a wide range of incredibly diﬃcult

situations. They have made sacrifices again
and again during the pandemic, and they
have the full support of the union movement
in this fight.
“Qantas should withdraw this threat,
and should be condemned by the Morrison
Government.”
The FAAA’s O’Toole has accused Qantas
of using the stall in negotiations as an excuse
to wind back hard fought for conditions.
“They’re making out that we’ve said no
to everything,” she said.
“We’ve given them so much of what they
wanted. We want to negotiate.
“I don’t think they want an agreement. I
think this was their plan all along: to explode
the EBA.”
The ACTU’s O’Neill has suggested
that companies, including Qantas, Patrick

Terminals, and Svitzer are rushing to unilaterally terminate agreements before the
election due to the ALP’s promise to outlaw
the practice if it wins the election.
“It looks to us like companies are seeing
this moment as their best chance to cut
workers’ wages and conditions, while Scott
Morrison is in power.”
The termination of enterprise agreements has increased in frequency since the
landmark 2015 Aurizon case in which the
Fair Work Commission (FWC) allowed the
rail company to terminate a dozen enterprise
agreements.
O’Neill criticised the outcome, which she
claims “set a bizarre precedent that somehow
said that forcing unions and workers to bargain from the bare minimum was somehow
in the public interest.”

“We reject that,” she said.
“It’s something that really puts a gun to
the head of workers in the sense that it is
such an extreme action. You can imagine the
impact it would have where workers are told
their simple choice is either go backwards
by up to 50 per cent of your wages, or agree
with the deal we want.”
University of Adelaide Professor Andrew
Stewart said that while there was no guarantee an application would succeed, with the
amount of Liberal appointees to the FWC,
all from employer backgrounds, “chances are
better than ever that you’ll get a sympathetic
commissioner”.
The Fair Work Commission will hear
arguments for and against the termination
from 19th April to 22nd April. 

ABORIGINAL FLAG OWNERSHIP
REMAINS DIVISIVE
E Lennon
While some First Nations Australians are celebrating the
now unrestricted right to use
the flag, others are wary and
sceptical.
Earlier in January, the Australian government paid $20 million to
“free” the usage of the Aboriginal
Flag. Anyone can use and display
the flag if it’s shown in a “respectful
and dignified way.”
Luritja artist, Harold Thomas
designed the flag fifty years ago.
Thomas gave three companies
licenses to use the design; however,
none of them are owned by First
Nations people.
Despite his longstanding

licencing agreements, Thomas has
said that he hopes his agreement
with the Australian government
brings “comfort to all Aboriginal
people and Australians.” For small
Indigenous businesses, the right
to freely use the design on their
products without legal hassles has
come as a relief.
“The Aboriginal Flag design
is my dreaming, intertwined with
my wife’s family and mine, our
ancestral belonging. The land, and
the landscape, is indelible in my
make-up; it courses through my
consciousness and subconsciousness,” said Thomas.
“The Flag represents the
timeless history of our land and
our people’s time on it. It is an

introspection and appreciation of
who we are. It draws from the history of our ancestors, our land, and
our identity and will honour these
well into the future.”
Thomas’ words have rung true
for many First Nations peoples in
Australia, but for others there’s a
sense of unease about the Commonwealth’s involvement.
The government says people
can use it in a “respectful way,”
but this leaves many interpretations of what exactly “respectful”
means. For instance, this isn’t to
say that companies couldn’t use
the flag to their own commercial ends and misappropriate its
meaning. This potentially includes
its use on “Australia Day” items,

which would oﬀend many First
Australians.
Minister for Indigenous Australians, Ken Wyatt backed the
move overall. He said that the
symbol has been a core part of First
Nations peoples’ identity since its
inception.
“In reaching this agreement to
resolve the copyright issues, all Australians can freely display and use
the flag to celebrate Indigenous culture. Now that the Commonwealth
holds the copyright, it belongs to
everyone, and no one can take it
away,” the minister said.
The government may like to say
that it “belongs” to everyone, but
as long as it holds the copyright, it
will remain out of full Aboriginal

ownership. This is a major point of
concern for those wary of the news.
It’s fundamentally an Aboriginal
symbol, as Ken Wyatt said, so it
feels disconcerting that despite
lip-service, the flag is in the government’s hands. This is a government
that locks up many First Nations
peoples and is responsible for their
deaths in custody. It’s a government
that continues to legislate against
the interests of First Australians.
In its own inquiry into the question of the flag’s future, the government received an option to return
it to Aboriginal custodianship.
The proposed model was ignored.
This rejection flies in the face of
self-determination. 
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THE CHALLENGE OF
DEALING WITH COVID-19

David Matters
In the world of the 24-hour news cycle,
we are being bombarded with information overload. The mass media move
from picking at one warped point to
another, and under this reality is lost.
Much of the discussion around COVID19 centres on comparisons with our deadly
virus, such as Smallpox. Until the middle
of the last century, this virus had killed and
maimed millions of people. Smallpox keeps
getting mentioned because in the 20th century, we were capable of making this virus
extinct. This was no small feat and required
the cooperation of many countries. The
eradication of this disease was proposed to
the World Health Organisation by the Soviet
Union after several outbreaks in the Soviet
Union spread from underdeveloped countries.
Managing these outbreaks required cooperation between the Soviet Union and the US. At
one point, the Soviet Union provided over 1.7
billion vaccines in mass production facilities.
The containment and eradication of the virus
involved mass shutdowns, quarantines, and of
course, mass vaccination programs. Similarly,
Polio Tetanus, Diphtheria, Tuberculosis, and
a host of other debilitating conditions were
tackled in much the same way; and yes, some
opposed the vaccines.
The other achievement of the 20th century was the provision of healthcare as a
human right. The successful Russian Revolution proclaimed such a right, and a great
deal of work went into the development of
Perth

universal healthcare in the Soviet Union.
Wading through the mountain of Anti-Soviet
propaganda, the reality for millions of people
“under the Yoke of the Tsar was that terrible
diseases” such as Typhoid fever finally ended.
As a result, millions were spared the consequences of Smallpox in the Soviet Union, a
disease that plagued humanity for centuries.
The “Spanish flu”, so named because
scientists in Spain identified it, also further
spread to Russia and other countries by the
British who occupied Murmansk during their
unsuccessful attempt to restore the landlords and capitalists to power in Russia. The
authorities in many countries of the world
were hampered in their successful containment of the virus by the then-rising fascist
forces who opposed the necessary measures. After the defeat of the fascist forces in
Europe, the workers’ movement were able
to extract universal free health care from
the ruling class and, as a counter to Soviet
communism, European social democracy
pushed forward such reforms.

AUSTRALIA AND
HEALTHCARE
The Spanish Flu came to Australia
through returning servicemen who had been
roped into this intervention, distributing the
virus all over the country.
Over the course of the 20th century,
Australia grappled with implementing patchwork healthcare schemes until the Whitlam
government established Medibank under the

Federal Health Insurance Commission. This
increased funding to hospitals and returned
free medical care to all Australians.
The reactionaries opposed this all the
way, leading attacks on public healthcare,
privatising sections, providing government
support to insurance companies and trying to
water down the provisions as they had done
during the 1950s and 60s. The Australian
Medical Association and other organisations
assisted them in this. Limitations of access
to training and HECS fees have served to
restrict the supply of local doctors and specialists. The privatised health sector soaks
up the health funds in subsidies to insurance
companies and privatised medicine.
The reality is that public hospitals still
cater for the treatment of serious illnesses
with a small part of the healthcare budget.
The result of receiving smaller parts of the
healthcare budgets for our public system
means overcrowding in hospitals, extended
waiting lists and ambulance ramping. This
was a crisis before the pandemic hit our
hospital system.
The management of the virus in Australia
was under some control with a series of
lockdowns, contact tracing, and quarantine.
While many parts could have been more systematic, these measures were working. The
introduction of vaccines combined with all
these measures was successful in eliminating large community transmission of the
virus and preventing a total collapse of the
healthcare system.

AUSTRALIA’S RIGHT-WING
ATTACK ON HEALTH
However, the extreme right had active
campaigns in place and successfully developed a campaign with strong advocates in
our governments. In essence, the vanguard
of the right developed militancy in the
street – with various sections of Australian
society – combined with supporters in the
government. Thus, while many protested,
the most potent force in the streets were
the rightist forces, opposing lockdowns,
masks, and vaccine imperatives. The highlevel of coordination of this movement was
highlighted by the attack on CFMMEU head
oﬃce in Melbourne and the threats to hang
or behead those who were carrying out protective measures.
Many necessary measures were relaxed
under the messaging of “restoring Christmas”
without any plans in place for other countermeasures. This movement was spearheaded
in NSW by the right, first under then-NSW
premier Gladys Berejiklian and then under
the current premier Dominic Perrottet as the
Morrison rightists had failed to secure her
support on their more extreme measures.

The relentless campaign to open the borders
to give people back their Christmas was also
a sentiment echoed by Prime Minister Boris
Johnson and President Joe Biden in the UK
and USA, respectively. It was clear that the
government was moving to a “living” strategy
with the virus.
As a result, the virus was allowed to
spread in NSW, and the seeding came from
the aﬄuent suburbs towards the southern
and western suburbs of Sydney. Eastern
suburbs were permitted to participate in
mass congregations that seeded the virus in
the community. However, when the virus hit
the working-class suburbs, a savage police
state style lockdown was enacted.
With the lack of mass testing and isolation being poorly enforced, the workplace
became the principal source of community
transmission, with household transmission a
secondary source. This carried on revealing
the inadequacy of vaccination programs. No
vaccinations occurred in workplaces, and
workplace testing relied on private clinics
and drive-through facilities. Contact tracing
was embraced by most of the population and
was why the virus spread slowed. Border closures and testing regimes were introduced
for truck drivers and airline crew, which also
helped contain the virus.

WORKERS MUST ACT
The Australian Council of Trade Unions
(ACTU) and other union organisations are
rightly concerned about the government’s
removal of the workplace as close contact
and the attempts to force sick or asymptomatic workers to work. The media have
wedged the comments of ACTU Secretary
Sally McManus down to “Are you going to
strike?” ignoring that the most important
message was that workplaces are a principal
source of infection.
What is clear is that the “living with
the virus” approach is flawed and will lead
to decades of severe sickness for workers
aﬀected. It will keep the COVID-19 in the
communities to mutate and to periodically
create epidemics and pandemics. It must
be highlighted that this approach is coming
from the corporates who are profiting from
the virus’ continued existence. It is a “profits
before people” agenda that is simply eugenics in new clothes.
Starting in the workplaces we must lead
a campaign to introduce more safety measures. This campaign must include: increased
ventilation in all workplaces, making mandatory PCR testing available in all workplaces,
full pandemic leave to all workers whatever
their contract of employment, and personal
protective equipment that meets the medical
standards. 
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US AND NATO TIGHTEN MILIT
Victor Grossman
What sin earned Kay-Achim Schönbach such a fate as being fired? When
asked about the month-long NATOWashington campaign against Putin
and Russia, based only on vague, dubious assumptions and prophesies by
anonymous experts yet rushing headlong toward military catastrophe, this
top-level expert had the temerity to
puncture the foundation of the whole
campaign with one word: “Nonsense!”
Is Schönbach a concealed, left-over leftist? By no means! Indeed, his views on other
matters – like China – are far from pacifist.
But in just a few words, he recalled the glassshattering voice of little Oskar Matzerath in
Günter Grass’ “The Tin Drum.” When asked,
“What do you think Russia really wants?”,
this navy boss responded:
“Is Russia really interested in adding a
tiny little strip of Ukraine to its territory?
No, that is nonsense! I think Putin is using
pressure because he is able to. He knows that
he can split the European Union. What he
really wants is respect. He wants respect on a
basis of equality. My God, give him respect!
That costs so little, really nothing at all. If
you ask me – but nobody asks me: It is easy
to pay him the respect which he desires and
really deserves. Russia is an ancient country;
Russia is an important country. Even we,
Germany, and India, need Russia; we need
Russia against China.”
While his reasoning may be questionable, his taboo-breaking disclosure, based
on inside knowledge, was rendered even
more troublesome by his next contribution
to the discussion: “Crimea is gone […] and
will never come back, that is a fact.”
Schönbach, who had been commanding
an armed frigate waving the German flag
in Indo-Pacific waters, was speaking to a
group of Indian military men in Mumbai.
Thus, his advocacy of lining up with Russia
against China was not surprising, nor was it
realistic. But the revelation by a top insider
in the NATO military machine was like a gut
punch to all the hysteria about those deep,
dark, secret plans of Putin.
The result was: The new Minister of
Defense, Christine Lambrecht, a Social
Democrat, suspended him immediately from
all duties and titles. Her earlier predecessor,
Ursula von der Leyen, now European Union
boss, announced that the EU has allocated
over €17 billion in grants and loans to Ukraine
since 2014 and now plans 1.2 billion more.
Its foreign policy chief, Josep Borrell, in worrisome disregard of Schönbach’s disclosure,
turned up the heat:
“The core message is this: Europe is in
danger. I wish it were diﬀerent, but the last
two years have seen a serious worsening of
our strategic environment. […] I am convinced that today we are living through the
most dangerous moment of the post-Cold
War period. We face the risk of a major
military conflict on our continent.”
Based on such assumptions, Denmark
sent fighter jets to Lithuania and a frigate
to the Baltic in the Russian north, France
plans to send troops to Romania and Spain
and a frigate to Russia’s Black Sea region
in the South, and Poland demanded more
NATO troops and armaments in Russia’s
west. In Washington, the House voted for

Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, President of Russia.

an increase in arms shipments to Ukraine,
while forty-one of the fifty Democrats in
the Senate, including Chuck Schumer, Dick
Durbin, Chris Murphy, and Jeﬀ Merkley,
had already agreed on similar plans to
send US$500 million more in military aid
to Ukraine in 2022, making it the thirdlargest recipient of such funding, behind
only Israel and Egypt. More funds would
also strengthen Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty. (Could that be labeled “influencing
elections in other countries”? Or was that
something done only by Putin?)
Nor was the GOP shy. It submitted a
similar bill, and Rep. Michael McCaul of
Texas, the top Republican on the Foreign
Aﬀairs Committee, asserted that “We need
joint exercises in Poland, the Baltic States,
Romania, Bulgaria, to show Putin that we’re
serious. [...] Right now, he doesn’t see we’re
serious.”
But with NATO troops, tanks, and fighter
planes maneuvering in a tight ring on Russian borders and up to 800 US military or
naval bases in a wide ring surrounding its
heartland, it is highly likely that Putin does
indeed see that they’re serious. It is just such
hard facts which motivate Russian policy in
Ukraine and Belarus, not any useless, clearly

suicidal attacks against Ukraine now treated
as facts in the West but called “nonsense”
by Germany’s ex-admiral.
Then more unexpected voices could
be heard. One belonged to retired General
Harald Kujat, commanding Inspector General of Germany’s Bundeswehr from 2000 to
2002 and then, until 2005, the chairman of
NATO’s top-level Military Committee. You
can’t get any higher than that. In a TV interview (which quickly disappeared) Kujat said:
“If I were still in oﬃce, I would have
stood up for Admiral Schönbach and tried
in every way to prevent his dismissal. […] A
criticism of the way Schönbach voiced his
views is understandable in the current heated
situation … but it must be in our interest to
achieve a sensible result, to de-escalate and
arrive at the relaxation of tension with Russia,
of course with consideration of Ukrainian
security interests as well. […] However, we
cannot tolerate a situation in which we are
always talking about war instead of talking
about how a war can be prevented.”
Then hard-liner Markus Söder, Bavaria’s
right-wing minister-president, came up with
the same surprising sentiment: “Nobody
can want a war in Europe. The territorial
integrity and independence of Ukraine must

be respected. But constant new threats and
tougher and tougher sanctions against Russia
cannot be the only solution.”
Most surprisingly perhaps, Annalena
Baerbock, the new foreign minister from
the Greens party and notoriously belligerent
and bellicose in regard to Russia and China,
turned to the oﬃcial German policy of sending no military weapons to conflict areas – a
porous policy with huge weapons shipments
to Israel, Egypt, and other oﬃcially peaceful
but very conflict-ridden regions. But now,
very correctly, Ukraine was oﬀered only a
medical unit. When the pressure was stepped
up, she increased the oﬀer, permitting the
sale of defense bunkers – and then 5,000
military helmets – but none of the deathdealing weapons some Ukrainian leaders
were heatedly demanding. This oﬀer, they
made clear, amounted to an insult. But
Baerbock stuck to it and even toned down
her usual aggressive vocabulary, presumably
reflecting some views of the new government
with clauses, new for her, like: “Dialogue has
absolute priority” and “Whoever is talking
is not shooting!”
Baerbock added another surprise by
dropping her fervent opposition to the
newly-completed but still unused Baltic

“It must be in our interest to achieve a s
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TARY RING AROUND RUSSIA

Annalena Baerbock, the new Foreign Minister for Germany’s Greens party.

gas pipeline from Russia to Germany. Economic factors were undeniable; Germany is
shutting down its atomic plants and aims
(though far too slowly) to cut down and then
shut down coal-driven power plants. But
with far too little wind, sunshine, or water
power to fill current energy needs (while
top-level profits are always protected),
prices for household heating and cooking
and for industry are soaring alarmingly,
with possible political repercussions. This
is leading the new German government to
reject US pressure to shut the pipeline and
buy more expensive gas elsewhere – like
from American frackers.
Does this mean that the long tug-of-war
between the strong Russophobes, or “Atlanticists,” and those producers still dependent
on sales of cars, machinery, chemicals, and
foodstuﬀs to Russia is not moving the way
many people feared or expected with the
new government? For better or worse, that
seemingly eternal umbilical cord might be
further fraying.
Even in the US, Joe Biden seemed – on
and oﬀ – to be keeping one ear open to
those who want to “cool it,” or at least mix
some talking with the arming. Of course, the
danger of using provocations abroad to win

elections at home is always present, and there
are plenty in politics and the media always
willing or eager to risk this path.
One prime example is the publication
Politico, now owned by the mighty far-right
Axel Springer company, Germany’s Murdoch
equivalent, which recently ran hellfire and
brimstone articles on Putin’s bloodthirsty
plans – all based on information from
unnamed “experts” but helpfully labelled
at the top: “Presented by Lockheed Martin.”
That’s the outfit whose F-35 fighter planes
and other useful items helped them rake
in over US$62 billion in revenue in 2020.
Marilyn Hewson, chairman, president and
chief executive oﬃcer, was rewarded with
US$20.2 million in 2017. But let’s not jump
to any hasty conclusions about war-hungry
complicity! Or lobbying!
I think Americans are deeply troubled
by COVID-19, omicron, and all too often by
steep prices, medical costs, rent increases,
opioids – but rarely by possible conflicts in
far-oﬀ places. People in Germany, also troubled by viruses and the incredible bungling
and endless daily arguments about possible
compulsory vaccination, the proper age for
vaccination, school opening or closing with
or without masks, about lockdowns, and

about the sometimes violent demonstrations – with some leftists as well as rightists (and loonies) opposing vaccination (or
opposing the opposers). Also very disturbing, for Roman Catholics (and many new
ex-Catholics), was the giant new scandal in
Munich aﬀecting church dignitaries, including ex-Pope Benedict XVI (who was caught
in a lie), and their decades-long cover-ups
of sexual abuse.
Headlines also featured the choice of
Friedrich Merz as the new chairman of the
Christian Democratic Union and head of its
Bundestag caucus. Merz, for sixteen years an
unlucky rival and loser to the more moderate Angela Merkel, will most likely move the
party, now in opposition, well to the right.
Merz – a multimillionaire, faithful “Atlanticist” and dedicated anti-leftist (his main
book is titled Dare Have More Capitalism)
– was the German chairman of Blackrock,
the world’s largest asset manager, before
re-entering politics.
Even further to the right, Jörg Meuthen,
till now the main spokesman for Alternative
for Germany (AfD), who tried to maintain a
more respectable camouflage for the party,
has quit the job and the party, abandoning
it to the most overt and vicious pro-fascists.

But while Germans may not be much
more interested in Ukraine than Americans,
their grandparents told them enough about
that last big war to keep a majority from
wanting to risk another one. The disaster in
Afghanistan and the military mess in Mali
have hardly increased anyone’s enthusiasm.
But how many will defy viruses and
inertia for this year’s peace marches – in
Germany at Eastertime? How many will
defy Lockheed and Krupp death merchants
or Axel Springer hate-mongers, all loaded
with power measured in billions? Will they
realise that the terrible threat to “poor
democratic Ukraine” recalls “Remember
the Maine” and phony Vietnamese attacks
on US warships (in Vietnamese waters) and
so many other “security threats”? They led
to so much misery and bloodshed – and this
time could lead to far, far worse. Can peace
movements make the citizenry aware of the
danger facing it, worse even than job loss,
ecology, or viruses? Can enough people in
many countries recognise that supposed facts
are manufactured “Nonsense,” but insanely
dangerous nonsense?
People’s World 

sensible result, to de-escalate and arrive
of course with consideration of Ukrainian
cannot tolerate a situation in which we are
king about how a war can be prevented.”
General Harald Kujat
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SUMMIT OF HYPOCRISY
Sajeev Kumar
“The white man’s burden” was a phrase
used to justify colonial aggression,
which meant it was the duty of the
white man to teach civilisation to the
world. But what actually happened was
unprecedented atrocities, unknown
in the history of human civilisation.
Now the United States has taken up
the burden of spreading “democracy” and
“freedom” by intervention in other countries.
But wherever it has intervened it has only
created refugees, and not democracy. The
“war on terror” has only created Isis and
invigorated Talibans.
The word “democracy” is misused by
imperialists to camouflage its war crimes
against countries that oppose imperialist
hegemony.
An international summit on democracy
was called by Joe Biden on the 9th and 10th
December that had nothing related to democracy except an attempt to create a bloc against
Russia and China, thereby initiating a new
Cold War. It is an indication of the frustration of the United States at its diminishing
hegemony and a realisation that the earth
under its feet is fast eroding.
This summit was happening when there
was a stepping up of tension on the Ukrainian
border. When the Soviet Union crumbled,
an assurance was given to Gorbachev that
NATO forces in Europe would not proceed
an inch eastwards, and he was naïve enough
to believe it. Now NATO forces are moved
to the Ukrainian border to threaten Russia.
Gorbachev, now at ninety years of age, is
lamenting that the United States is becoming
arrogant after the Soviet collapse.
This summit is aimed at manufacturing consent to justify military spending
of US$768 billion for the new Cold War,
which Democrats and Republicans have
agreed upon.
It’s interesting to notice the peak of
hypocrisy when we look at the countries that
participated in the “summit on democracy.”
India (which has been downgraded as “partly
free” by the American organisation Freedom
House) was one among the participants,
where, interestingly, a Nazi-type oath was
taken by right-wing Hindutva fanatics to
commit genocide against Muslims, like the
one against Rohingya Muslims in Burma.
Israel, another participant, even denies
basic necessities, such as food, water, and
medicines to the Palestinian people. Authoritarian states such as Duterte’s Philippines
and Bolsanaro’s Brazil were also among
those invited.
The US penchant for democracy is evident when it refuses to lift the economic
blockade on Cuba in spite of 184 countries
in the UN General Assembly supporting the
removal of the ban.
Nicolás Maduro was elected democratically as president of Venezuela, but the United
States refuses to recognise his government
and does not allow Venezuela to use its own
gold, worth £1.4 billion (which the country
wants to use for COVID relief), stored in the
Bank of England, instead recognising the
imperialist pimp Juan Guaidó, who wants the
gold to stay in the Bank of England’s locker.
What is the state of democracy in the
United States? Black people got voting rights

in the United States only in 1965, when black
women also got the right to vote. But movements such as Black Lives Matter originated
because black people “can’t breathe” under
the racial discrimination of US “democracy.”
This “democracy” holds the record of
having the largest number of people in prison
as a proportion of the population. Most of
the people languishing in prison are black
people, falsely implicated and made to work
as slaves – slavery in essence but diﬀerent in
form. Guantánamo prison is considered by
Amnesty International a notorious example
of American violation of human rights, where
innocents are detained without trial in the
name of anti-terrorism.
If democracy is rule by the people, on
how many issues aﬀecting the people has
the United States conducted referendums?
In the United States, electoral democracy
is only a method of choosing one of the two
parties with the same policy; this is the reason
that there is a decline in the proportion of
the people participating in the democratic
process, as the public feel they have no say in

policy-making. In other words, US “democracy” is an electoral autocracy.
Has there been a reckoning in US “democracy” for the mishandling of COVID-19, which
killed so many people in spite of the country’s
developments in science and technology?
How does US “democracy” value labour
rights? American “democracy” denies Amazon
employees the right to unionise. Over a period
of one year six workers died in an Amazon
warehouse in Alabama because of inhuman
working conditions, and the corporate giant is
trying to cover it up. In Edwardsville, Illinois,
after a tornado hit an Amazon warehouse,
six employees died.
This is the way the United States, which
preaches democracy to the whole world,
treats its own people.
The summit began with Joe Biden’s
words, “A free and independent media is the
bedrock of democracy.” On the other hand,
Julian Assange, who exposed the lies and
war crimes of the US government, is being
harassed. Each year $300 million ($1.2 billion in four years) is spent on “countering

Chinese influence,” which means that anything to vilify China will be published, without
research or verification of its authenticity.
Gallons of crocodile tears will be shed by
the corporate media for the Uyghur Muslims while not a word will be published on
US war crimes against innocent Muslims in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Fidel Castro, speaking in the Central
University of Venezuela in 1999, several
years after the ending of the Soviet Union,
emphasised the “battle of ideas.” US propaganda, which is financed in billions, should
be countered by an ideological battle.
When Francis Fukuyama celebrated the
fall of the Soviet Union as “the end of history,” Fidel countered: “You tell about the
failure of socialism, but where is the success
of capitalism?”
This propaganda to expose capitalism
has to be taken up, and hollow lectures on
democracy should be deflated.
Socialist Voice 
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PUTIN AND XI
PLOT TO ESCAPE SWIFT
Eileen Whitehead
At present, in the midst of
the panic and pandemonium
being created by the world’s
press about Russia and China,
no one has mentioned that
the reasons for the present
US aggression towards Russia (via Ukraine), and China
(via AUKUS) may be due to
new strategies being put in
place by Russian president
Vladimir Putin and Chinese
president Xi Jinping to remove
the Sword of Damocles from
their economies.
Putin and Xi have agreed to
create an independent financial
structure for trade operations
that cannot be influenced by other
countries (i.e. the US). At the end
of 2021, Putin described RussiaChina relations as “an example of
genuine interstate cooperation in
the 21st century.” This is a serious
counter-ploy in what looks like a
clever, coordinated chess move to
oppose the relentless hybrid war/
Cold War being deployed by the
imperialistic West.
What has caused this co-operation is the threat by US president
Joe Biden and his hawks to sanction
one of the world’s major economies
by disconnecting its banks from
the global electronic-paymentmessaging system known as the
Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunication
(SWIFT). SWIFT is a messaging
network used by 11,000+ banks in
over 200 countries, as well as financial institutions, for rapid money
transfers worldwide. This is part
of a harsh new sanctions package
being developed against Russia in

response to an “invasion” of Ukraine
that will never happen. The only
people who want it to happen are
the professional NATO warmongers.
This American strategic blunder
has simply thrown Russia and China
even closer together. Yuri Ushakov,
advisor to Putin on foreign aﬀairs,
said that it’s time to bypass a SWIFT
mechanism “influenced by third
countries” to form “an independent
financial structure.” Both countries
have been trialling alternative
payment systems for a long while
– the Russian System for Transfer
of Financial Messages (SPFS) and
the Chinese Cross Border Interbank
Payment System (CIPS). It is very
complex, as the Chinese banks have
reservations about SPFS. Yet scores
of nations in the global South are
keen to be released from a de facto
US dollar dictatorship.
Bypassing the US dollar on trade
and all sorts of financial settlements
is an absolutely central plank of the
ever-evolving Russia-China notion
of a multipolar world, and once the
most important Russian and Chinese banks (from Sberbank to the
Bank of China) adopt the system, the
path opens for other banks across
Eurasia and the Global South to join.
SWIFT, which has been susceptible
to continuous American political
interference, will be increasingly
marginalised.
Although it is diﬃcult to develop
a counterpoint to the US-controlled global financial system, with
the huge investment companies
such as BlackRock, Vanguard and
State Street, etc. controlling a web
of virtually every major multinational company, there are a series
of developments in the oﬃng to
escape SWIFT’s clutches. 

Bypassing the US dollar
on trade and all sorts of financial
settlements is an absolutely central
plank of the ever-evolving RussiaChina notion of a multipolar world

ATTEMPTS TO BADMOUTH THE WINTER
OLYMPICS WILL BE UNSUCCESSFUL,
SELF-DAMAGING
In the lead-up to the Beijing
2022 Winter Olympic Games,
Western media reports badmouthing the Games were
piling up. One of the latest
examples is a story entitled
“Beijing’s Olympic plans are
already mired in politics and
threatened by COVID-19. Will
it all be worth it?” published
by Canadian newspaper The
Globe and Mail.
The report said, “China is going
all out for the Winter Games,” but
“by the time it’s all over, the country’s leaders may be asking themselves whether it was all worth it,”
as “the gamble that China is taking
this time around is far riskier, and
the potential payoﬀ much smaller.”
It claimed although many countries
have declined to sign on to a “diplomatic boycott” against the Games
led by the US, “calls for countries to
snub Beijing 2022 still damage the
prestige of the event.” It admitted
China’s eﬀorts to promise a “closed
loop management system” that
“would enable athletes and spectators to proceed as normal within

a tightly policed bubble” seem to
be working, but at the same time
stressed the tight restrictions on
journalists “could have costs when
it comes to soft power, diluting the
amount of coverage of the country
itself.”
Ridiculously but unsurprisingly, the report interpreted all
the positive aspects surrounding
the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics
from a negative perspective. This
has laid bare the Western media’s
sour grapes mentality toward the
Games. They are unwilling to see
the success of the Beijing Winter
Olympic Games. Therefore, instead
of giving fair credit to China’s eﬀorts
to ensure a successful sporting
event, or focusing their reports
on the athletes’ expectations and
preparations for the Games, they
are more keen on focusing on the
negative elements.
Is it worthwhile for China to
host the Winter Games? This question should be answered by China
and the Chinese people. It could
be said that the Chinese people
are now oﬀering full support for

their country to successfully hold
the grand event, and are willing to
make enormous eﬀorts to this end.
Against the backdrop of a raging
pandemic and slowing global economic recovery, the world needs a
successful Winter Olympics, which
can not only bring joy from watching, relieving anxieties felt about
the pandemic, but also fosters and
enhances communications and
mutual understanding between
countries and regions. In the face
of Western attacks and smears on
the Games, China firmly promised
it would present a streamlined,
safe and splendid event to the
world. This has reflected China’s
responsible attitude toward the
international community as a major
global power.
The Western media outlets have
hyped that China is facing higher
risks, but will have a smaller payoﬀ.
They interpreted China’s original
intention to host the Games from
a utilitarian and narrow-minded
angle, which only showed their selfishness and pettiness. Hosting the
Olympics provides a public service

to international society. For China,
what it cares most is to ensure a
safe, smooth and successful Games
rather than the returns it will gain.
Under the shadow of the ravaging pandemic, China has to take
every possible means to enable
athletes and other participants
to safely and smoothly complete
the Games. If China can successfully hold this global sports event,
winning recognition and appraise
from athletes and the international
community, it will definitely have
positive impact on China’s soft
power, contrary to what The Globe
and Mail article had expected.
Noticeably, despite a US-led
“diplomatic boycott” against the
Games, at least thirty-two foreign
heads of state, heads of government, members of the British royal
family and heads of international
organisations will attend the opening ceremony of the Beijing 2022
Olympic Winter Games. This
number exceeds the number of
participants in the opening ceremony of Tokyo 2020. This shows
wide ranging support from the

international community for the
Games and China’s capacity to unify
amid global challenges and diﬃculties. Some Western countries and
forces are still trying to politicise the
Winter Games, but they are doomed
to fail, as most countries are able to
see through their shameful Chinabashing intentions. China refuses
to allow the West to manipulate
the true meaning of the Olympic
Games for political gain.
When world leaders, athletes
and audiences across the world
enjoy and celebrate the success of
the Games, it will represent a heavy
slap in the face of some Western
countries and forces that badmouth
the event. Reality will prove that
all their strategies to slander the
Games and China will be unsuccessful, and will cost them their
own international image.
Global Times 
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GUARD AGAINST THE GLOBAL
SPILLOVER EFFECT OF THE
“US TIME OF CHAOS”
By Li Haiche, translated by Roland Boer
TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION
What is China’s main concern regarding the United States? The
article translated below suggests that the primary concern is the
“time of chaos” internal to the United States and its potential collapse. In many respects, this is seen as the root cause of US decline,
its weakening influence internationally, and its increasingly erratic
behaviour.
Notably, this “time of chaos” is not in the future but a present
reality. In fact, this has been the perspective of Chinese scholars and
policy makers for some time, with much work being done to ensure
that China is itself not overly aﬀected, along with proactive moves
(think of the China-Russia partnership, for example) to ensure that
structures of global stability are in place.
The article was published widely in Chinese papers on the 23rd
of January, 2022, and is written by Professor Li Haiche, of the
Institute of Foreign Relations at China Foreign Aﬀairs University.
Before moving to the article, two points should be made. First, the
term time of “chaos” [zhiluan] or “decayed and chaotic world” comes
from the Chinese tradition. Of the three ages – Great Peace, Rising
Peace (xiaokang society), and Chaos – the time of chaos is one of
rumour, intrigue, murder, internal divisions, and conflict in which
the country is falling apart. While China has recently achieved a
xiaokang society, one that is moderately well-oﬀ, peaceful, safe, and
healthy, the US is in a time of chaos. Second, implicit in the article
is the Marxist dialectical materialist approach in which qualitative
change is determined by internal causes. While external causes play
a role, they have only a quantitative eﬀect.
At present, the US is characterised by comprehensive
“chaos,” in terms of general
political dysfunction, social
disorder, economic inflation,
cultural loss of soul, and other
crises. People’s confusion,
anger, and fear are spreading,
and antisocial and self-destructive behaviours are rampant.
All these developments raise
questions for observers, such
as, “Why is it becoming more
and more diﬃcult to understanding the United States?”
and “What should we think of
the current chaos in the United States?”
First, the spiritual1 root of current US chaos is a loss of values.
This loss is a major setback in the
proud history of “Americanisation,” of transforming the many
immigrants and ethnic groups into
one society. The identity of US core
values brought by multiculturalism
is gradually weakening, while the
ethnic antagonism caused by the
cultural supremacism of white
Anglo-Saxon Christians is intensifying. As a result, people in the US are
extremely confused about their own
identity and their national identity.
Such “culture wars” within the
US are becoming more and more
intense, revealing the loosening
and indeed drift of the “anchor of
values” that once brought people in
the United States together. Such is
the degree of spiritual “disenchantment” that the US is as close to
another internal “great crisis” like
the Civil War in the 1860s and the
Great Depression in the 1930s.
This confusion of values directly
leads to the emergence of “demons
and monsters” in US politics. The
sound of reconciliation between

ethnic groups and political factions
has become increasingly thin, and
rampant racism and sharp political
antagonism have become the norm.
This is a significant representation
of the US tragedy.
Second, the fictitious economy
and the disorderly behaviour of the
government have triggered widespread public dissatisfaction and
anger against the existing system.
At present, the US is experiencing
the most serious inflation of the
past forty years, with a significant
decline in people’s consumption
capability and willingness. Meanwhile, the structural contradiction
between the hollowing out of US
industry and the heavy dependence
of its industrial layout on foreign
markets has intensified, making the
consumption-led US economy even
weaker. The profit-oriented values
of big US companies combined
with the continuing troubles of the
COVID-19 pandemic have ensured
that the US government’s various
strong measures to restructure
the global supply and industrial
chains has come to an end: with
the worsening inflation caused by
the failure of the “double chain” of
supply and demand, the high cost
is being borne by the people in the
United States.
For a long time, the top-level
design of the US economy has been
weak, like a chronic disease that
cannot be cured, causing deeper and
deeper structural economic problems. With a national debt of nearly
US$30 trillion, the US government
spends far more than its revenue,
making it diﬃcult for federal and
state governments to adequately
fund large programs such as health
care, infrastructure, education, and
epidemic response. Part of the US

political elite’s emphasis on letting
“the market” lead the allocation of
resources eventually evolved into
government failure, while the other
part of the political elite’s proposals
for strengthening the social function
of government is facing a dilemma
due to the continuous shortage of
funds. The consequences of the
hollowing out and virtualisation of
the economy are entirely borne by
ordinary people, so it is no wonder
that people in the US are always
“angry.”
Third, the “polarisation” of
wealth distribution, along with the
proliferation of gun violence and
racial contradictions, have led to
the continuous intensification of
the “violent transformation”2 of
US society. The US is (nominally)
the largest economy in the world,
but the vast majority of wealth has
been distributed to tech giants and
Wall Street conglomerates, while
the incomes of most people have
been flat for decades or even falling
further. The pandemic has made
this situation even more obvious,
as the “olive-shaped” social structure of the US is being replaced by
a “pyramid,” and the shrinking of
the large middle-income group3
that contributes to social stability is pushing the US into a more
turbulent vortex. In addition, the
frequent occurrence of gun violence
in the US has led to an increasing
number of deaths in recent years,
most of which are black and Asian
Americans, which has once again
exposed the persistent social
malaise of racism. This is closely
linked to homegrown terrorism,
resulting in an increasing number
of cases of extreme violence, and
has become the fuse for the concentrated outbreak of various social

problems in the United States. The
rapid expansion of inequality in
wealth and social status has placed
the US in a volcanic crater that
continues to produce eruptions.
Fourth, the “incapacitation”
produced by political decline has
led the American people to turn
their noses up at the narrative of the
“beacon state” and the “nation on
the hill” fabricated by the elite. In
the US, Democrats and Republicans
are sharply opposed on major issues
such as climate change, health care,
infrastructure, and foreign policy.
The vicious cycle of one party focusing on “building” and the other on
“dismantling” has brought national
governance to a standstill. The two
parties are “enemies,” comparable
to the political atmosphere before
the US Civil War. The centrist
faction in each party is sidelined
and the extreme faction is gaining
ground, which indicates that the
two parties are at war with each
other and within themselves.
People experiences economic
and social issues no longer have
much faith in the empty dream of
restoring the “greatness” of the US
by electing “wise men,” and do not
vote in elections, or vote against the
establishment. Therefore, for the
people, the most important question is whether the existing system
of the US needs to be smashed so
as to achieve democracy. This is
the profound irony of American
democracy.
Fifth, the phenomenon of populism at the political and social
levels is becoming more and more
prominent, and its harm to itself
and the world cannot be ignored.
While the extreme wing of the
Democratic Party and the extreme
right-wing of the Republican Party

are becoming the dominant forces,
Trump and his followers, who
advocate “white supremacy,” vilify
immigrants, believe in violence and
xenophobia, and are pushing US
politics toward populism through
the Republican Party. This often
means that it seeks to defuse and
deflect the overall crisis at home
by creating external enemies and
conflicts.
On the whole, the situation now
is diﬀerent from the usual situation, in which occasional chaos
or turbulence in the US releases
internal pressure and enables selfcorrection. This time, it is highly
probable that the overall crisis
facing the United States will be
diﬃcult to resolve through major
compromises between domestic
parties or groups, and is more
likely to end with deeper division,
turmoil, and crisis. In this regard,
we should remain highly vigilant.

FOOTNOTES
1. The term “spiritual” [jingshen]
does not have a primarily religious
meaning, but designates the
vitality, values, and spirit of a
particular culture.
2. The term used here is diﬃcult to
translate: 暴戾化 baolihua literally
means “ruthless and tyrannical
transformation.”
3. One often finds the Americanised
term “middle class” used, in
terms of a class between the
working class and the ruling
class. However, the author uses
zhongchan qunti here, which
more literally means “middle
(income) group.” 
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REPLACING IMPORTS TO
GUARANTEE GREATER
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL
SOVEREIGNTY IN THE
PRODUCTION OF MEDICINE
Laura Mercedes Giráldez
BioCubaFarma produces fifty-eight per cent of the medicines Cubans consume, which
means they supply more than
900 products to the national
healthcare system. These products include medicines, medical devices, diagnostic systems
and a group of reagents for
laboratory tests.
BioCubaFarma also conducts
over forty research and development projects, continuing this work
during the pandemic and despite
the tightening of the economic,
financial and commercial blockade
imposed by the United States on
Cuba, making clear the fact that
health is a priority in Cuba and
that Cubans have technological
sovereignty.
In an interview with the
Cubavisión Internacional television channel, Dr Eduardo Martínez
Díaz, president of the enterprise
group, key in the scientific development of the country, spoke of the
origins of this situation and work
by BioCubaFarma to strengthen
the country’s biotechnological
sovereignty, and contribute to the
population’s quality of life.
In the last two years, there
has been a significant shortage of
Cuba’s basic drug registry and the
supply instability reached critical
levels in 2021.
Martínez explained that the
causes of the lack of supply include
the lack of raw materials required
for production. In 2021, more than
half of the funds the group could
use – which were below what was
needed, he said – was used in the
development and production of
COVID-19 vaccines and medications
recommended in the protocols for
treatment of SARS-COV2 infections, allowing BioCubaFarma to
supply eighty-five per cent of these
medicines.
“In many cases, we had to
increase the production four to
six times over, due to the number
of cases in the country,” he added.

Another phenomenon that has
consistently aﬀected the industry
is the tightening of the blockade.
In this regard, he said that the
enterprise group achieved high
levels of exports of its products,
mainly vaccines. However, due to
the fact that a significant number
of international banks chose not to
process the company’s operations,
the enterprise group was unable
to deposit more than 60 million
dollars earned from exports, aﬀecting payment to suppliers for raw
materials
The President of BioCubaFarma
highlighted the work carried out by
this enterprise group in the production of raw materials and active
ingredients, in collaboration with
Cuban universities, as well as cooperative projects with other groups
such as AzCuba and Labiofam, to
replace imports of components for
the medicines they manufacture.
Regarding the substitution of
imports of medical equipment and
components, conducted in collaboration with the military industry, Dr
Diaz expressed his satisfaction and
recalled the mechanical ventilators
that had a important impact during
the pandemic’s peak in our country.
Martínez added that BioCubaFarma continues to work on
the biotechnological sovereignty
which Party First Secretary and
President of the Republic, Miguel
Díaz-Canel Bermúdez, has called
for. “Our goal for 2030 is to be
able to manufacture eighty per cent
of the medicines on the country’s
basic list, and to continue working on the manufacture of medical
equipment,” he said.
Achieved and producing the
vaccines in a very short period of
time, breaking production records
in the year 2021 – more than 60
million doses in a few months – is
great accomplishment for Cuba,
which has had two great protagonists: first Fidel, who conceived and
created this sector; and the Cuban
people from where many scientists,
technologists, doctors, nurses have
put their shoulders to the wheel to
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prove that the vaccine is safe. This
is a strength of a country,” emphasised Martínez.
At the same time, he highlighted
the eﬀectiveness of Cuban vaccines against COVID-19 and the
successful vaccination campaign
conducted.
Other candidate vaccines have
shown equally satisfactory results,
mainly Mambisa, which can become
a sterilising vaccine; a vaccine that
can definitively control the virus,
since it induces mucosal immunity,
and the entry route of COVID-19 is
precisely the mucous membranes.
As to the more than 400
research and development projects
currently led by BioCubaFarma,
the specialist pointed out that a
portion are aimed at replacing
medicines currently imported with
domestic products, while another
is focused on the development of
novel proposals in the fields of
agrobiotechnology and medicine.
In the latter case, he explained,
they are currently working on a
product to treat macular degeneration, a disease that causes blindness
mainly in the elderly, and for which
few treatment options exist.
Martínez also mentioned the
development of a new drug to treat
Parkinson’s disease and strokes, a
collaborative project between the
Center for Research and Development of Medicines (CIDEM) and
the University of Havana.
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In the field of rheumatoid
arthritis, he referred to Jusvinza, a
drug that will soon enter Phase III
of clinical trials, which he described
as very safe and eﬀective within a
short period of time.
BioCubaFarma also has a program of 14 studies on production
and innovation related to cancer
treatment, one of the main causes
of death in Cuba and the world, and
an area in which other countries
are also involved.
“For about ten years, we have
been developing a new therapeutic
vaccine against cancer with an antiangiogenic eﬀect. We are pleased
to say that, of the thirty patients
who participated in the Phase I
clinical trial, with a life expectancy
of around six months, many have
now returned to work,” he said.
Martínez also spoke of the
impact of the recently inaugurated CIGB Mariel plant, “one of
the most modern facilities in our
country, which meets the highest
standards of good manufacturing
practices,” he said.
He emphasised that the plant
was initially conceived with the
objective of introducing a number
of new drugs that were under
development, some of which
already have sanitary registrations,
including Cuba’s COVID vaccines,
although they were not part of the
picture when the investment was
first made.

“This is the first product we are
going to produce in the facility. The
first batches, called adjustment
or test batches, have already been
manufactured,” he reported.
The start-up of CIGB Mariel
will be a continuous process with
several production lines in various
pharmaceutical formats, i.e. liquids,
solids, production of recombinant
molecules, among others. He likewise anticipates the introduction of
other drugs.
Plans for the facility include
production of drugs developed
by the CIGB and other research
centres, including the Molecular
Immunology Center’s NeuroEpo,
for neurodegenerative diseases
such as Alzheimer’s, dementia and
Parkinson’s, he added.
Although Cuba has several vaccines prequalified for certification
by the World Health Organization
(WHO), an atmosphere of political
manipulation has been created
around the issue.
In this regard, Dr Martínez
reiterated that Cuba is closely following the prequalification process
and continues to work on it. “We
have good communication with the
WHO and PAHO. This process has
already begun and we are discussing
the complete schedule to achieve
prequalification,” he confirmed.
Granma 
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JULIAN ASSANGE NOMINATED
FOR NOBEL PEACE PRIZE FOR
HIS FIGHT FOR DEMOCRACY
Steve Sweeney
Wikileaks founder Julian Assange has been nominated for
the Nobel Peace Prize for his fight for human rights, democracy and press freedom, it was confirmed on 31st January.
German MEP Martin Sonnenborn responded to an appeal
by Assange’s partner Stella Moris ahead of today’s deadline for
nominations.
“Julian Assange has made unique and undeniable contributions
to peace by lifting the fog of war,” Moris said urging support for the
journalist who remains locked up in Belmarsh high-security prison.
Sonnenborn said that he nominated Assange “for his fight for
human rights, democracy and press freedom.”
In his submission, the German MEP said that he was returning
the 2012 Nobel Peace Prize “mistakenly” awarded to the European
Union for its contribution “to the advancement of peace and reconciliation, democracy and human rights in Europe.”
The Norwegian Nobel Institute which issues the global award
confirmed the nomination of Assange had been successfully
submitted.
Last year the Nobel committee came under fire for “a sin of
omission” after it failed to include Assange as a joint recipient of
the Peace Prize which was given to journalists Maria Resa and
Dmitry Muratov.
They were awarded the prize because of “eﬀorts to safeguard
freedom of expression,” which the committee said is “a precondition for democracy and lasting peace.”
But former Nobel Peace Prize committee chair and former
Norwegian prime minister Thorberg Jagland said the award
“must raise pressure on the demand to free Assange and pardon
[Edward] Snowden.”
Assange could face 175 years behind bars in the United States
under the draconian Espionage Act after he revealed crimes and
atrocities committed in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere.
Press freedom groups say that Assange is subjected to a “politically driven prosecution” for publishing details exposing the world’s
rich and powerful elites.
Last year it was revealed that US and British spooks colluded
in a alleged plot cooked up in the White House to kill Assange on
the streets of London.
Despite this, a British court ruled that the US could extradite
him to stand trial there, overturning a previous decision blocking
such a move on grounds he was a suicide risk.
Last week the High Court gave him permission to appeal against
extradition to the Supreme Court, which must agree to accept the
case before it can proceed.
It could take months for the court to decide whether to hear
Assange’s arguments. In the meantime his mental health continues to deteriorate.
UN special rapporteur Nils Melzer has described the conditions
Assange is held in as torture.
Morning Star 

PORTUGUESE SOCIALISTS
ACHIEVE RESOUNDING ELECTORAL VICTORY
In the parliamentary elections
held on Sunday 30 January,
Prime Minister Antonio Costa’s
Socialist Party (PS) obtained
117 out of 239 seats in the Portuguese parliament.
Although the four seats that
are defined in the electoral circles outside of Portugal are still
to be distributed, the distribution of seats within parliament

will be as follows: Socialist Party
(117), Social Democratic Party
(seventy-six), the far-right party
Chega (twelve), Liberal Initiative
(eight), Leftist Block (five), Communist Party (six), People Animals
Nature Party (one), and left-wing
party Free (one).
To the surprise of most analysts, the Christian Democratic
Party, which had five lawmakers,

failed to win any seats for the
first time in forty-seven years of
democracy.
The Portuguese newspapers
reported the socialist victory with
headlines highlighting the surprising victory of the government party,
which will allow Costa to remain in
power for four more years and with
an absolute majority.
“An absolute majority doesn’t

mean absolute power. It doesn’t
mean to govern alone. It’s an
increased responsibility and it
means to govern with and for all
Portuguese,” Costa said, according
to news agency Deutsche Welle.
The Prime Minister also
stressed that the overwhelming
victory of his party clearly shows
that “the Portuguese want the PS to
govern and they want tranquility in
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their lives. I hope everyone understands that.”
As soon as the first results were
known, the PS Director expressed
his satisfaction and emphasised that
his party’s victory is “a victory of
humility, confidence and stability.”
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